Abstract. To realize cloud computing (CC), virtualization technology has been accepted as an infrastructure of Electronic Patient Records (EPR). However, it has not been sufficiently done so far to evaluate the usability of Pen-Tablet Systems (PTS) as an input device of EPR with CC environments. From our preliminary studies, we confirmed that response time retardation, which virtualization technology inherently bears, would be an influencing factor for the usability. In this study we conducted usability questionnaires for subjects who were requested to use a drawing application that produced the pseudo retardation in order to measure an allowable range on the retardation for implementing PTS on EPR with CC environments. Usability of the PTS would drastically drop with increasing values of the scattering of delays exceeding 35 milliseconds. As a result, this study would provide useful measures for implementing PTS with CC technology.
Introduction
Thin-client computing, well known as cloud computing (CC) or Server-Based computing, for hospital information system has been widely accepted, because the technology is able to decrease the cost of ownership and enhance a security level [1] . However, it has not been sufficiently done so far to evaluate the usability of PenTablet Systems (PTS) as an input device of Electronic Patient Records (EPR) with CC environments. This is a comparative study on the usability of a standalone PC and a thin-client as a terminal with CC technology when users utilize PTS with EPR. Response time retardation, often occurring in CC environments, was evaluated in terms of the degrees of its impact on the usability by an experiment using an application to produce the controlled pseudo retardation (delay) of response time.
Method
From the preliminary studies, we confirmed that the response time retardation varied with virtualization software for implementing EPR on CC environments [2] . In the current experiment, five subjects with the age ranging from 28 to 40 having over 10 years of PC experience were requested to write signatures using PTS with a drawing application, subsequently to answer three-grade questionnaires on the usability (5: equal to standalone PC, 3: inferior but usable and 1: not usable). The drawing application controlled an average of the delays increased from 0 to 120 milliseconds (msec) with the interval of 20 msec, as well as a standard deviation of the delays increased from 28 to 80 with the interval of approximately 3 msec.
Results and Conclusion
As a result, we found that the scattering, as a standard deviation of the delays, would impact on use of PTS much more than the delay length, as an average of the delays. Since the result was also supported by our preliminary studies [3] , it is reasonable to suppose that the scattering can be a useful indicator for using PTS on CC environment.
In terms of the relationship between the scattering of the delays and the usability evaluated by subjects, the best usability was obtained for subjects under the condition of the delay length within 100 msec and the scattering within 35 msec: the subjects marked approximately over 4 points on the usability questionnaires. When the scattering lay between 36 and 40 msec, the best usability was also found only with a very limited range of the delay length less than within 20 msec. When the scattering exceeded 40 msec, the results of evaluation showed the inferior usability even if PTS had no delays.
As conclusion, it would be desirable that values of the scattering range within 35 msec for using PTS with CC technology. Otherwise the usability would drastically drop with increasing values of the scattering, even if the values increased by only a few milliseconds.
Although this study would provide useful measures for implementing PTS, its applicability to hospital settings still remains limited: the number of subjects and the types of applications for virtualization were not sufficient in this study. Those limitations should be reexamined in further studies.
